Evolution by natural selection is commonly perceived as a process that favors those that replicate 13 faster to leave more offspring; nature, however, seem to abound with examples where organisms 14 forgo some replicative potential to disperse faster. When does selection favor invasion of the 15 fastest? Motivated by evolution experiments with swarming bacteria we searched for a simple 16 rule. In experiments, a fast hyperswarmer mutant that pays a reproductive cost to make many 17 copies of its flagellum invades a population of mono-flagellated bacteria by reaching the 18 expanding population edge; a two-species mathematical model explains that invasion of the edge 19 occurs only if the invasive species' expansion rate, ! , which results from the combination of the 20 species growth rate and its dispersal speed (but not its carrying capacity), exceeds the established 21 species', ! . The simple rule that we derive, ! > ! , appears to be general: less favorable initial 22 conditions, such as smaller initial sizes and longer distances to the population edge, delay but do 23 not entirely prevent invasion. Despite intricacies of the swarming system, experimental tests 24 agree well with model predictions suggesting that the general theory should apply to other 25 expanding populations with trade-offs between growth and dispersal, including non-native 26 invasive species and cancer metastases.
Introduction 28
Natural selection is commonly perceived as a process that favors species that grow in 29 numbers by reproducing faster and surviving better. In expanding populations, however, species 30 face a choice between allocating resources to growth or to disperse faster (1). Expanding cell sizes have a positive correlation with growth (23) we compared the size of cells collected 80 from the tip of a branch with the size of cells collected behind the tip; cells at the tip were longer 81 indicating faster growth at the edge of the population (Fig. S1 ). We then modeled P. aeruginosa 82 swarming as a one-dimensional expanding population according to the F-KPP equation:
where x is space, t is time, u is the local population density, K is the carrying capacity, r is the where the population front travels at a constant expansion rate = 2 and its density 94 increases from the edge with a length-scale = (Movie S1 and Fig. S1 ) (4, 24) . In 95 summary, the F-KPP equation-where low-density at the leading edge drives population 96 expansion-has a traveling wave solution where the expansion rate depends on both growth and 97 dispersal, but is independent of the carrying capacity.
99
A simple rule for the evolution of faster dispersal 100 Hyperswarmers grow slower in well-mixed liquid media due the cost of synthesizing 101 multiple flagella, but-thanks to their faster dispersal on semi-solid surfaces-outcompete the 102 wild-type in spatially structured environments (18, 19) . In semi-solid surfaces lacking spatial 103 structure hyperswarmers are outcompeted, as expected ( Fig. S2) . At the micrometer scale, an 104 expanding population of hyperswarmers displays patterns of active turbulence typical of dense 105 bacterial suspensions, which is different from the wild-type where cells remain nearly static even 106 at the tips of swarming tendrils (Movie S2). To gain a better understanding of the competition 107 dynamics in expanding swarming colonies we mixed wild-type bacteria (labeled with a red 108 fluorescent protein) with hyperswarmers (labeled with a green fluorescent protein) at 10:1 ratio; 109 we then used time-lapsed florescence imaging to film the swarming competition (Fig. 1A) . The 110 time-lapse showed that hyperswarmers quickly reached the population edge, increasing their 111 dominance as the colony expanded to win the competition (Movie S3). 
124
To determine the conditions favoring evolution of faster dispersal we used an extension
Species 1 and 2 interact only by competing for the same resources, a feature implemented by the 134 factor 1 − ! − ! . This framework is well established and it was used previously to investigate 135 competition in various contexts of range expansion (17, (25) (26) (27) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) , including a linear trade-136 off between dispersal and growth (28). However, previous studies did not continue to derive a 137 general rule to determine the invasion outcome for all possible values of dispersal and growth.
138
To derive that rule, we first investigated the conditions that allow an introduced 139 population to invade and replace the resident population at the expansion front. We could 140 determine analytically that invasion at the edge occurs only if the expansion rate of species 2 141 exceeds that of species 1 (see mathematical demonstration in SI Appendix 2: Analytical solution 142 for the condition of invasion):
where ! = 2 ! ! and ! = 2 ! ! are the expansion rates of each species when grown 145 alone.
146
Eq. 3 is a simple rule for invasion of the expansion edge. The intuition behind invasion 147 dynamics is well illustrated in a simulation of the competition between an established species 148 (species 1) and an invader with faster dispersal but slower growth (species 2), which we 149 simulated ( Fig. 1B) by numerically solving the system in Eq. 2 with parameters corresponding to 150 the hyperswarmer system ( ! ! = 0.9 and ! ! = 2, Table S1 ). Species 2, initially 151 homogeneously mixed with species 1, outcompetes species 1 once it reaches the leading edge.
152
The invasion succeeds despite the growth disadvantage of species 2 because its faster dispersal 153 enables it to reach the low-density edge where it can take advantage of the resources available.
154
Once species 2 dominates the edge, species 1 is left behind in the high-density region where 155 growth has stopped. Over time, the global frequency of species 1-blocked by species 2 from 156 reaching the edge and incapable of growing further-decreases in frequency whereas species 2 157 keeps increasing thanks to its edge domination (Fig. 1C, left) . These simulation results are 158 consistent with experimental tests conducted here (Fig. 1C , right) and also with the original 159 experiment that led to evolution of hyperswarmers (18), which clearly showed that fleN mutants 160 would outcompete the wild-type to extinction given sufficient competition time on swarming 161 plates. 
172
The invasion rule obtained from the two species system (Eq. 3) states that the evolution 173 of an expanding population is entirely determined from the growth and dispersal rates. 
186
The two domains where one trait is higher and the other is lower are less trivial, but 187 arguably more relevant because of the trade-off between dispersal and growth commonly found 188 in nature (6). Domain 1 of Fig. 2A shows that invasion occurs if species 2 disperses slower than 189 species 1 as long as its growth rate is sufficiently higher comes at a ~10% growth rate cost ( ! / !~ 0.9) (Movie S2 and Table S1 ). Therefore the 198 experimental system falls into domain 2 of the invasion diagram (cross symbol in Fig. 2A ).
199
We measured the frequency of hyperswarmers within the first millimeter of the colony 200 from video frames and saw that it increased exponentially with a rate = 0.39 ± 0.08 h -1 , 201 which is in quantitative agreement with the mathematical model ( Fig. S6 , see Eq. S6 of SI 202 Appendix 2: Analytical solution for the condition of invasion). Hyperswarmers introduced into an 203 expanding wild-type colony spread within a wild-type branch (Fig. S7 ), reach the tip of the 204 branch, and take over the population (Movie S5A) resembling our simulations ( Fig. S5D ).
205
Hyperswarmers evolved from a wild-type swarming colony (18) ( ! / ! = 0.5 and ! / ! = 1.1, see star symbol in Fig. 2A ). This was confirmed experimentally: 211 wild-type cells introduced in a hyperswarmer colony simply spread out and were rapidly 212 outpaced at the edge by the hyperswarmers (Movie S5B).
214
Invasion rule valid despite phenotypic variability 215 Even in mono-species systems, individuals with identical and defined genotypes can still 216 display phenotypic variation (19, 37) . To study whether such variation had an effect on invasion 217 outcome, we introduced non-heritable fluctuations in birth and death events as well as in the 218 dispersal processes. These phenotypic variations were modeled as stochastic distributions around 219 the mean population value, which is determined by the strain's genotype (see SI Appendix 4:
220 Stochastic Modeling).
221
Our simulation results show that the invasion rule, ! > ! , despite having been derived 222 from deterministic assumptions, holds valid even in stochastic situations. The transition at 223 ! = ! was, however, more gradual ( Fig. 2B and S8 invasion of the population edge even with different carrying capacities (Fig. S9) . 230 We confirmed the generality of the invasion rule further by carrying out evolutionary 231 simulations where mutations randomly arise at division. We considered two schemes: i) 232 mutations that change growth and/or dispersal relative to the ancestor phenotype but do so in an 233 uncorrelated way; ii) mutations that change growth and dispersal considering that the two traits 234 are linearly correlated (linear trade-off) but independent of the ancestor phenotype. In the case of 235 uncorrelated mutations, populations evolved-on average-towards a greater expansion rate 236 = 2 (Fig. S10C) . In contrast, when the two phenotypes were constrained by a trade-off, 237 evolution converged to the value along the trade-off line which maximized the expansion rate 238 = 2 ( Fig. S10D-G) . In summary, we conducted several types of stochastic simulations 239 that all showed that invasion of the population edge obeys the simple rule ! > ! .
241
The role of spatial structure and founder effect 242 We then investigated whether our model would account for other factors that can affect invade faster if it is introduced in the resource-rich leading edge than if it is introduced in 249 deprived regions where it will take longer to grow to domination. In summary, species 2 should 250 take longer to invade (i) when it is introduced further from the edge where resources are already 251 limited or (ii) when its initial size is small. The invasion rule determines whether species 2 can 252 invade (Eq. 3, Fig. 2A ) but does not give us the time necessary for invasion.
253
To investigate how the time to invasion depends on the location and initial size of the 254 invading population we modeled the introduction of species 2 into a traveling wave formed by 255 species 1. We assumed an initial density across a small interval at a distance from the edge 256 for species 2 (SI Appendix 3: Time of invasion), and we determined the time needed to 257 outnumber species 1 at the front. Numerical simulations revealed that the general rule, ! > ! 258 holds for all initial conditions given sufficient time (Fig. 2C) . The time required, however, 259 depends on the initial conditions, increasing approximately linearly with the distance from the 260 front and decreasing sub-linearly with the initial density ( Fig. S11 and S12 ).
261
To better distinguish the factors that influence the time-scale of invasion we considered 262 two steps: first, we considered that species 2 disperses until it reaches the active layer. The time 263 for species 2 to reach the edge depends on the distance from the introduction point to the front-264 a distance that increases constantly because species 1 is itself advancing-and also on the initial 265 width of species 2. Second, once species 2 reaches the active layer it must grow to outnumber 266 species 1. When the introduction is sufficiently far from the edge the time of invasion, ! , is:
268 where and depend on the parameters ! , ! , ! and ! (see SI Appendix 3: Time of invasion).
269
This analysis confirms simulation results that the time to invasion depends linearly on but only 270 sub-linearly on ( Fig. S11 and S12) , highlighting that the distance to the edge is key to invasion.
271
We then tested these findings in our experimental system. We manipulated the distance to 272 the edge ( ) and the density ( ) of a small population of hyperswarmers introduced into an 273 expanding wild-type population, and we compared the experimental results to the corresponding 274 simulations. In simulations, the invasion outcome was calculated as the frequency f of species 2 275 at the edge of the population 6 hours after implantation (Fig. 3A) . In the experiments, we ranked 
281
The intuition behind the concave shape is that when the initial distance from the edge is 282 too long then the invasive species may not be able to invade within biologically relevant time, 283 even if its initial size is large. The shape of the iso-frequency contour lines can be calculated 284 from the simplified two-step model of invasion described above and is given by 
338
The combined effect of growth and dispersal was also tested experimentally using a laboratory 339 system of swarming bacteria. The rule determined that a slower growing species could invade an 340 established species as long as its dispersal rate is sufficiently faster and that was indeed the case 341 in our experimental system. Hyperswarmer mutants paid a growth cost for synthesizing their 342 multiple flagella but-without affecting their competitive ability-dispersed faster than wild-343 type bacteria (domain 2 of Fig. 2A ).
344
Our experimental tests with hyperswarmers showed, then, that the invasion rule ! > ! 345 applies to an empirical system despite intricacies that could violate the simplifying assumptions (63). Our invasive rule may potentially be applied to these systems as well, despite their specific 355 intricacies, and used to make quantitative predictions of invasion outcomes. 356 We should note two exceptions to our findings. First, while our model predicts that a 357 species with faster growth but slower dispersal should be able to invade (domain 1 of Fig. 2A that-in most species-growth rates may already be close to their physiological limit (Fig. 4A ).
366
Individuals challenged to overcome spatial structure may only have dispersal-related traits left to 367 improve. Second, while the trade-off between growth and dispersal may be found and seem 368 logical, a comparative analysis of dispersal in terrestrial and semi-terrestrial animals suggested 369 that dispersal and fecundity may be positively correlated (69).
370
The trade-off between growth and dispersal likely results from molecular, cellular and 371 physiological constraints, whereas the invasion rule ! > ! specifies the outcome of invasion.
372
The rule determines the maximal cost in growth |∆ | max that the invader can afford to pay for 373 faster dispersal and still be able to dominate the edge of the expanding population ( Fig. 4B) :
where ∆ is the increase of dispersal in species 2 relatively to species 1. The evolutionary 376 experiment that originally created the hyperswarmers always produced mutations in fleN, a gene 377 involved in the regulation of flagellar synthesis (18). It is possible that other mutations could 378 increase dispersal even more, but were not favored if they carried costs higher than |∆ | max .
379
The invasion rule ! > ! could be combined with quantitative knowledge on the is subtle, the slope is shallow and we predict that the population will evolve to disperse faster 384 with a lower growth rate (Fig. 4C) . Conversely, when the trade-off is strong, the slope is steep 385 and we predict that the population will evolve a higher growth rate and slower dispersal ( Fig.   386 4D). According to this model, the P. aeruginosa system has a subtle trade-off: the improved 387 dispersal advantage of hyperswarmers is ~100% but costs only ~10 % of their growth rate 388 relatively to wild-type (18).
389
Using the simple invasion rule to make predictions about real world scenarios must take 390 into account the appropriate time scales. Our analysis showed that in some conditions where the 391 model predicts invasion, the invasion might take so long that it becomes irrelevant; other 392 processes-working on shorter time scales-would likely alter the system in the meantime. For 
405
In summary, we found a simple rule for invasion that, expanded with trade-off constraints 406 observed for each particular system, could be used to predict the fate of expanding populations.
407
Every model requires simplifying assumptions, and ours is certainly not an exception. In those 408 systems where the rule does hold, the invasion rule could be used to help control expanding 
